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*Note- Before attempting the question and answers you must check the link given below which will help 
you understand the chapter thoroughly. 

https://youtu.be/6-3b3PTwtws

You can download the assignment or if you do not have the facility to get printout then you can ask your 
ward to copy the assignment in a simple notebook and must do question and answers in the notebook.
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Worksheet:

Q1. Write the comparative and superlative forms of the following adjectives in the table below.

          POSITIVE                                                     COMPARATIVE                              SUPERLATIVE

Black
Unjust
Lazy                              
Tired 
Wonderful
Brilliant
Little
Few
Handsome
Cute
bright
Q2. Fill in the blanks with the suitable forms of the adjectives given in brackets.

1. I have an ________ sister. (old)
2. Let’s discuss this at a _______ date. (late)
3. The poor woman once had a ________ life. (happy)
4. That child is the ________ in the class.(young)
5. Please be ________ when you answer.(honest)
6. This is the ________ dress I have ever bought. (expensive)
7. He thinks he is the _________ boy in the class.(intelligent)
8. Chirag has many ________ friends. (old)
9. June is the ________ month of the year in many parts of India. (hot)
10. Gold is the ________ of all metals.(precious)

Answers

Answer 1.

Positive                       comparative                              superlative
Black                               blacker                                       blackest
unjust                             more unjust                            most unjust
lazy                                lazier                                         laziest
tired                             more tired                                      most tired
wonderful                     more wonderful                           most wonderful
brilliant                          more brilliant                              most brilliant
little                                         less                                          least
few                                         fewer                                            fewest
handsome                             more handsome                    most handsome
cute                                     cuter                                          cutest
bright                                        brighter                                          brightest



Answer2.
1. elder
 2. later
 3. happier
 4. youngest 
5. honest
 6. most expensive
7. most intelligent
 8. older 
9. hottest 
10. most precious


